Continental Girbau provides commercial laundry equipment, parts and service for any commercial laundry application. Our products—featuring washer-extractors in 20- to 255-pound capacities, drying tumblers in 20- to 205-pound single-pocket capacities and 30- and 45-pound stack, flatwork ironers in 13- to 32-inch rolls and multiple finishing widths and small laundry products—are precisely engineered to heighten productivity, cut utilities, boost profits and deliver unsurpassed reliability and performance. Continental Girbau washer-extractors, flatwork industrial ironers and commercial dryers are highly programmable to meet the individual needs of any commercial laundry.
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CORE COMPETENCIES
Continental’s trademark — “Our Mission: Your Success” — reflects the company’s commitment to its distributors and end-users. “We have the ability and willingness to go the extra mile on a personal level,” says Continental President Mike Floyd. “Our biggest strength is our ability to do business with the best distributors.” Listening and responding to market feedback drives what Girbau and Continental are all about. A “willingness” to go beyond is what sets Continental apart, according to Floyd.

COMPANY OVERVIEW
Continental Girbau Inc., established in 1995 is the largest of 15 subsidiaries of the Girbau Group, based in Vic, Spain. Girbau laundry products — marketed throughout 100 countries worldwide — meet rigorous environmental and safety standards established by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). The Girbau Group holds ISO9001, ISO14001 and EMAS certifications. Ever focused on laundry efficiency, Continental Girbau is a member of the U.S. Green Building Council (USGB), a 501(c)(3) nonprofit that developed the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Rating System.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Energy-Efficiency — Known for their energy-efficiency, Continental laundry products make it easy to employ “green” practices while decreasing operating expenses. Continental high-performance washers use less water, gas, electricity and labor. Programmability — Continental products are equipped with easy-to-use, highly advanced controls that enable control flexibility over all variables of the laundry process. Unmatched Durability — Designed for longevity, Continental laundry equipment features heavy-duty construction using quality materials.

COMPANY DESTINATIONS
Cage Code: 48MC2 | DUNS: 928923051 | Tax ID: 39-1826789

NAICS CODES
333318, 335224, 325611

GOVERNMENT, QUASI-PUBLIC OR PRIVATE SECTOR EXPERIENCE
Continental Girbau industrial washers and dryers are available to the United States government and associated agencies via approved Continental distributors. Continental’s network of expert distributors use their experience to establish on-premise laundries within the government sector throughout North America — maximizing productivity and profit.